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Helping Students with Scholarships

• Asking students what part of the process are they in:
  • Scholarship seeking
  • Filling out the actual applications (Needing Reference letters, etc...)

**Scholarship seeking Stage:**
Use information on the next 3 slides

**Filling out the actual applications:**
see if there is something they’ve missed or something you can help them clarify
• Students should first check our school’s website for available scholarships. These have deadlines that usually close before middle of the semester.
• Students can check websites of companies in the field they are looking to enter for available scholarships.

• For Example:
  - Siemens – Health fields
  - Coca-Cola – Business fields
  - Disney – Creative fields
• Students can check Scholarship books available in libraries and book stores.

• This can be a longer project but worth it as the students may find most reliable and extensive results for scholarships that best fit their particular status.
• Please inform the students that there are many **online scams** that request student information and often have fees.

• This is why we recommend the other three ways of looking up scholarships!